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On Quasi Periodic Rings* 
h'l. CH.4CRO?;+ 
Let I? be a ring, E its set of idempotents, (B\ the subring generated by E. 
The ring R is called: 
Perio~lic (respectively quasi periodic) if for every element x of R there exists 
an integer ~z(x) (respect. q(x)) such that YzCp) E E (respectively xgCs) E ,<E;). 
hIany rings are quasi periodic. This is the case of: the nil rings; the locally 
finite rings (in the sense generally taken that every finitely generated subring 
is finite); more generally, the rings in \\hich every element generates a finite 
multiplicative semigroup, that is, thr periodic rings’; the well-known rings 
(ncccssarily periodic) in which cl-cry elcmcnt is a proper power of itself 
[for a formal definition, SW Section 4, Thcorcm 5, condition (8’)); the ring % 
of the relative integers although it is not a periodic ring; every subring of 
endomorphisms o of an indecomposable module with both chain condition 
such that every endomorphism u is a multiple of the identity endomorphism 
[SW N. Jacobson, The Theory of Rings, Theorem IO p. 1 I]; every radical 
extension of a quasi periodic ring; every weak product of a family of homo- 
morphic images of quasi periodic rings. 
In Section I, we study the reduced quasi periodic rings. Incidcntly such 
rings are commutative [see Theorem l]. in Section 2, WC show that a periodic 
ring is nothing else than a quasi periodic ring in which every idempotent has 
an additive order [see Theorem 41 and deduce a minimal set of axioms for 
the condition (F) [see Theorem 51. In Section 3, we study the quasi periodic 
* This work has been partly supported by the National Research Council of Canada 
(Grant Sumbcr A4807) and the Canadian Mathematical Congress (Summer Research 
Institute, Branch at Queen’s). 
1 The author’s present address is Department de Mathematiques, Universiti: de 
Sherbroolte, P. O., Canada. 
1 In [3], D. C. Rees has showed that every finite semigroup possesses an idempotent. 
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rings with a unique nonzero idempotent. We show in Section 4 that this class 
of rings can describe every quasi periodic ring in which every idempotent is 
central [see Theorem 91. Some properties are derived from this characteri- 
zation which extend a work we have done on “certains anneaux periodiques” 
to be published in the “Bulletin de la SociCtC Mathematique de Belgique”. 
[see Theorem 10, 11 and 121. 
Conventions. Throughout this paper, integers used as exponents are 
assumed to be f 0; rings without nonzero nilpotent elements are assumed to 
be f (0); subrings generated by a singleton (x} are denoted (xi. 
1. REDUCED~ QC’ASI PERIODIC RINGS 
It is well known that every idempotcnt of a reduced ring R is in the center, 
therefore, the subring (E) itself is contained in the center. In [I], Herstein 
has showed that every ring R with no nil-ideal f (0), which is a radical 
extension3 of its center is commutative. From these results one can deduce 
easily the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. A reduced quasi periodic ring is commutative. 
Proof. R does not possess obviously nil ideals f (0) and is a radical 
extension of its center. In fact, it is a radical extension of some subset 
contained in the center namely, the subset (E). 
THEOREM 2. In order for a quasi periodic ring to be reduced, it is necessary 
and suficient o be a subdirect product of quasi periodic rings without divisors of 
XtYO. 
Proof. By Theorem 1, the ring is commutative. Hence the prime radical 
coincides with the set of the nilpotent elements [2] which set is (0) by the 
hypothesis, therefore, the prime radical is the zero ideal (0), this shows the 
theorem. 
Theorem 2 suggests the study of those rings which are quasi periodic and 
without divisors of zero. The following theorem brings an answer. 
THEOREM 3. A quasi periodic ring without divisors of Zero is nothing less 
than a periodic field OY (i) a unitary reduced commutative ring radical exte?zsion 
of the ring of the integers (up to an isomorphism) with characteristic 0.
2 Following P. Samuel we call “reduced”, a ring with nonzero nilpotent elements. 
3 Following Faith, a ring R is a radical extension of a subset B F if? for every x R 
there exists X(X) such that .@‘) B. 
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Proof. Assuming that R is a quasi periodic ring without divisors of zero, 
one can immediately deduce that it is commutative. The set E cannot be the 
singleton {O}. In fact, if this was the case, then R is a radical extension of {0), 
thus R .-= (0). Moreover, every nonzero idempotent is a neutral element for R, 
it follows that R possesses a neutral element 1 and (E) = (1) = Z . 1. For 
the remainder of the proof, consider two disjoint cases: 
Cuse 1. (1) is finite, that is R has a nonzero characteristic. The subring 
~1:) is finite, thus a periodic subring, therefore, R radical extension of a 
periodic subring, is also periodic. But a periodic integral domain with a unity 
is necessarily a periodic field. 
Case 2. (1) is infinite so that it is isomorphic to 2. This case is immediate. 
Conversely, if R is a periodic field there is nothing to show, if R satisfies the 
conditions (i) it is obviously a quasi periodic ring and does not possess divisors 
of zero. In fact, R is commutative (Theorem 2.). The relation ab = 0 implies 
anbTn = 0 for every n and m, but for some n, in, k, t we have an = m - I and 
b -: k . 1 so that mk . I = 0, therefore a” = 0 or b, = 0, so that a = 0 or 
b’= 0. 
2. QUASI PERIODIC RINGS WITH A CHARACTERISTIC f 0 
The following theorem determine those quasi periodic rings which are 
periodic under the assumption that the idempotents commute pairwise. 
THEOREM 4. In order for a ring, in u>hich the idempotents commute 
pairwise, to be periodic, it is necessary and suficient that it is a quasi periodic 
ring in which every idempotent generates a finite subring. 
Necessity. Obviously, a periodic ring is quasi periodic. Let e be an 
idempotent, the subring (e) is isomorphic to* Z/#(e) so that Z/#(e> is 
periodic, but Z is not periodic, therefore (e) is finite. 
Sufficiency. It suffices to prove that (E) is periodic. Let x E (E). For some 
sequence (ei) i of E we have x = xy=, ei . The power of x of exponent n 
shall be: 





e $= 1 net 
Kgl:.~.n} EK 
i;K=r 
Now, every term ei generates the finite subring (ei) so that for every couple 
S, i E {I,..., p}, e,,,s = s * ei generates a finite subsemigroup. Hence, there 
exists rzl,? and rn+ such that 
let n and m be respectively the lowest common multiple of the n,,, , m,,S 
where (i, S) runover {l,..., P}~. It is easy to show that 
Vi, se{ l,..., p}. (3) 
Assuming that for some s > 1 we have 
snei E sn+nLei 
hei = ct.nfncei 
Vi E {l,..., p}
vt 1= I) 2,..., s - 1 
(4) 
once can deduce: 
BY (3) +er = CZ.~-+,,~ z e- Vi = l,...,p. By induction on s we have c,,,ei = 
c,,,+?,,ei Vi,s E {l,..., p} so that xn and x:n+nL coincide for every x E (E). 
As a corollary of Theorem 4, we shall now determine those rings in which 
(F) every element x is equal to a certain power x”(n > 1). 
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THEOREM 5. In order for a ring R to satisfy the condition5 
vx3n > lx = 9, m 
it is necessary and sufficient tobe a reduced quasi periodic ring in which every 
idempotent generates a finite subring. 
Proof. Clearly, the condition (F) implies the conditions in the statement. 
Conversely, by Theorem 4, R is periodic. By Theorem 2, R is a subdirect of 
integral domains. By Theorem 3, the factors are periodic fields. Therefore, 
the relation xn = xn+m carried over every component will bring x = ~~3-l. 
Remark. One can show easily that the underlined conditions above are 
independent. 
3. QUASI PERIODIC RINGS WITH A UNIQUE IDEMPOTENT 
More generally, vve begin by examining the condition: 
CC) (Ve,fE E)(efe = fe). 
Note that (C) is equivalent to 
CC’) u-(E)I(E).u Vu E (E). 
In [4], G. Thierrin has shown that every primitive ring R which is a radical 
extension of a certain subring B f R, is a (commutative) field provided that: 
(9 uB2 Bu Vu E B 
or that 
(ii) uR> Ru Vu E B. 
Note that in case of the equality B = R, R is a division ring. From this result 
one can show immediately: 
THEOREM 6. A primitive quasi periodic field which satisfies (C) is a periodic 
field. 
Proof. The ring is a division ring. By Theorem 1, it is a field. 
5 Condition (F) has been studied by N. Jacobson, he showed that it implies the 
commutativity [see, Structure of Rings, p. 2171. Many other authors among which, 
I. Herstein, L. L,esieur, has given a val-iant of his proof. 
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As any homomorphic image of a quasi periodic ring with the condition (C) 
is also a quasi periodic ring with condition (C) we shall have: 
'THEOREM 7. In order for a quasi periodic semisimple ring R to satisfy (C), 
it is necessary (and suficient) that it is a reduced commutative ring. 
Proof. By Theorem 6, the ring is a subdirect product of (periodic) fields. 
From Theorem 7 we shall now deduce: 
'THEOREM 8. In order for a quasi periodic ring R to possess a unique nonzero 
idempotent, it is necessary and su#icient hat it is an integral domain module the 
radical and that the idempotents commute paikse. 
Proof of the necessity. Obviously, R satisfies (C). If .% is the radical, 
RI.62 satisfies (C) also. By Theorem 7, R/9? is reduced and commutative, it 
follows that every intersection I of onesided modular maximal ideals of R is 
completely semi-prime (i.e. X” E 1 G + .x: EI), in particular 9 is completely 
semi-prime, therefore, every nilpotent clement is in .5%?. 
No onesided modular maximal ideal I can contain the nonzero idempotent e. 
In fact, if this was not the case, then R is radical extension of (e) c I and I is 
completely semi-prime, so that R == I. 
We are now ready to prove that every element x in the radical is a nilpotent 
element, so that we will prove that the radical coincides with the set of 
nilpotent elements. 
Case I. (e) is infinite. Let x E 99. For some n, m we have 
y=p~m*eeE. 
The set (1 -y) R (=(t -yt; t E R}) is a right modular ideal with the 
element e -ye = e - y (ye = mee =-: me = y). If a right modular maximal 
ideal I contains (I - y) R, then it contains 9 + (1 - y) R and e E I, which is 
impossible, therefore, (1 - y) R = R. Hence, for some u E R we have 
u-yu =e,but 
e = e2 = eu - eyu = eu - e(m . e) 24 = eu - m(eu) = (1 - m) eu 
and for some Y, s we have (eu)v = s . e, so that 
e = ((1 - m) eu)’ = (1 - m)T (eu)T = (1 - m)r s . e 
it follows that m = 0 and P == m . e m= 0. 
Case 2. (e) is finite, thus periodic. R, which is a radical extension of (e) 
is periodic. But W A E = (0), therefore W is a nil-ideal. 
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Now, we shall prove that 9 is completely prime (that is, x . y E .9 3 x E W 
oryE9) 
Case 1. Let xy E 9%‘. For some K, K’, t, t’ we have xh- = t ’ e, y’“’ = t’ * e, 
so that 
therefore, tt’ . e is nilpotent, this shows that tt’ = 0 in other words x ory are 
in 3. 
Case 2. Let xy E W. Again if .~r = 9 = t * e, yl = y”’ = t’ * e we shall 
have 
Let c be the order of (e). For some r, r’ xl’, yl’ E E = {e, O}. If x,r and yrr 
were both f 0, then xl’ = y;’ = e so that 
t7 * e = (te)r = xlr = e 
t’+ . e = (t’ * e)+ = y;' = e; 
iff 
trE 1 (modl) 
t”’ E 1 (mod E) 
consequently c and t, c and t’ are relatively prime, so that c is not a divisor of 
tt’. But from xlyl E 9 it follows that for some k: (xiy,)” = 0, and 
(XlJJ,)” = (t * e * t’ * e)k = (tt’ * e)” 
= (tk - t’k . ) e; 
this is contradictory to the fact that e is not, again, a divisor of tt’. ‘I’hus 
x1’ = 0 or yrr = 0, hence x or y are in &T. 
It remains to show that R/W possesses a unit. In fact, the idempotent e is 
not in .?Z and R/9?? does not possess divisors of zero. 
Proof of the sujiciency. The quotient ring R/.9 possesses by definition a
unit e* + .c% f 3. By the well-known lifting idempotent property, there 
exists an idempotent e in R congruent to e* modulo .3. Since e* $93 we 
have e $9 and e # 0. Let f be a non zero idempotent, since R/W has a 
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unique non zero idempotent, we have .f e(Z), that is f - E E .Y, so that 
fe ~- e .YfJ but 
so that e == fe, similarly f :- ef, therefore e =:. f. ‘This shows the theorem. 
Remark. Instead of the condition that the idempotent commute pairwise, 
we can take the condition (c’) together with the condition that the binary 
relation on E defined by: 
e :<f-ac jk 
is antisymmetric. 
COROLLARY 1. In order for u quasi periodic ying to be local, it is necessary 
und szc#icient that it is a periodic ring with a unique nonzero idempotent. 
l+oof of the necessity. The quotient ring H/Y? is quasi periodic and ;I 
division ring so that it is a periodic field, it follows that for some integer 
TZ + 0, if E is the nonzero idempotnet, we have n . P CI 2, but .9 is a nil-ideal, 
therefore II . e is nilpotent, this sho\vs that :e‘~ is finite and R is periodic. 
COI<OLI,.ARy 2. In order for a quasi periodic ring to be an integral domain. 
it is newssarI- alrd sufficient that it is a reduced ring with a unique nonzoro 
idempotent. 
4. QLJASI PERIODIC KINGS IN 1Varcr1 EVERY IDEMPOTENT IS CENTRAL 
As every ring is a subdirect product of subdirectly irreducible rings and 
that every homomorphic image of a quasi periodic ring is again a quasi 
periodic ring WC shall have: 
‘rHI?OKERI 8. Every quasi periodic ring is a subdirect product of subdirectly 
irreducible quasi periodic rings. 
If R is a ring in which every idempotent is central, then every homomorphic 
image E of R satisfies the same condition. For if t? is an idempotent of R, 
there exists s E R such that z .:m f(x) : f (2) =- ... =.= .f(F) LJ ..., and for 
some n, .zn is a sum of idempotents. From this result one can show: 
THEOREM 9. In order fey a quasi periodic ring to be such that every 
idempotent is central, it is necessary und suficient hat is a subdirect product of nil 
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rings or quasi periodic unitary rings without proper idempotents (tlzat is, 
idempotents different of the trivial idenzpotents 0 and 1). 
Xecessity. Let: R --f n& R, be a subdirectly irreducible representation 
of R. Each R, is homomorphic to R, hence, its idempotents are central. 
On the other hand, if R, is a subdirectly irreducible ring, every idempotent e, 
such that 
.xJle 1 = xe,ye I V’s, y t R, (1) 
= xe,,y 
in particular a central idempotent, is necessarily trivial. (In fact, the mapping 
.v E R, ~-t (.xe,x  - xe,) is, then, an isomorphism of Ronto R, . e, x R( 1 ~ e,) 
(={x - xe,, x E R}) by the left Pierce decomposition, so that if eh f 0, the 
natural epimorphism x w .v - xe, is not a monomorphism 
(0 := c, - e,,e,, -: 0 - e, , 0), 
hence the natural cpimorphism .x + se,x is a monomorphism, that is, e, is a 
right unity and, similarly, a left unity, thus the neutral element of R). 
Therefore, either R, is a quasi periodic ring with the unique idempotent 0, 
that is, R, is a nilring, or, R,, is a unitary quasi periodic ring without proper 
idcmpotents. 
Su~ciency. Let: R + nR R, b e a representation of R as in the statement 
above. Clearly, in every R, the idempotents are central, so that every subring 
of the product satisfies the same condition, hcncc R satisfies the condition. 
\\‘c assume henceforth that R is a unitary quasi periodic ring in which 
every idempotcnt is central. By the preceding result, R possesses a faithful 
representation: R ---f nti R, such that each R, is a unitary quasi periodic ring 
without proper idempotents. JVc fix the representation throughout the 
remainder of this article and we shall be mainly concerned here with the 
determination of the group of the invertible elements and the radical of R. 
THEOREM 10. Bzeq inrertible lement of R is a voot of the unify. 
Proof. I,ct .x be an invertible lement of R. For some ?z and some sequence 
of idempotents (e?); ,1 , we have 
Let yn denote the projection of the clement y on the component Ru . Since 
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every idempotent in R, is trivial and that the projection of an idempotent is an 
idempotent, for every subscript 01 there exists m’(a) < m such that 
x n =: m’(a) + 1,. 1 
Now. .X-I is also of the form: 
so that 
x-7 = s’(a) . lu ; cl s’(a) < s. 
Now, put 1 = (mr * ~~)a, we shall prove that x:” = 1, for every subscript (Y, 
so that x has a finite order divisor of nZ(f0). In fact, if (1,) is infinite, then 
(1) loL = “ZT . qLT _ m’r . Sfn . lol 
imply m’ = 1, so that x,~ = 1, , hence x:” m: 1, . If (1,) is finite. Let c, be 
the cardinality of (1,). From (l), it follows that mt7s’* = 1 (mod c,). If 
m’ = 1, there is nothing to show, if m’ f 1, than m’ > 1, so that 
hence, 
c, . m IT . fr1 -1fO 
Now, yn = xmn = m’ . 1, E (1,) generates a finite multiplicative semi group 
of order less or equal to c, , hence, its order is a divisor of c, ! which is a 
divisor of (mfr * P)! = 1, therefore, 9’ = yE. = 1, . a 
THEOREM 11. The radical of R coincides with the set of nilpotent elements. 
Proof. R satisfies obviously to the condition (C) in Section 5. 
By Theorem 7, R/B is reduced, that is, xn E 9 d x E 9, hence every 
nilpotent element is in 9. Conversely, let x E 92 and let 9?= be the radical of 
R, . For some n, m we have 
y =sn~(E)n~%‘, 
since y is quasi-regular, there exists y’ such that 
w’ fy +Y’ = 0, 
therefore, 
(Y + l)Y’ = -Y 
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Kow, y E 2, thus 1 + y is invertible. By Theorem 10, 1 + y has a finite order 
k; it follows that 
y' z -(y + I)-ly 
= -(y -i- l)~‘(y + 1 -- 1) 
= (y + 1)-l - 1 
= (1 ‘- y)"-' - 1 
= j;” (fbj. 
Put Y = (J$$(“;‘)) mj, where m is such that 
and I = (rm + wz + r); we shall prove that xz” = 0 Vol, so that x is a nilpotent 
element. In fact, for a fixed subscript cy we have 
so that 
(m’r’ f m’ + Y’)la = y,y; -t y, $ y; = 0. 
In characteristic 0, this implies m’ = 0, thus x,” = yJ. = 0 and 
,x:’ = (x~“)” = 0. In characteristic c, # 0, we obtain 
1 E m’r’ + m’ + r’(mod c,). 
If m’ f 0, than c, . m’y’ + m’ + Y’ - 1 f 0, hence c, < m’y’ -j- m’ + Y’. 
By Theorem 8, ye E ~2~ is a nilpotent element; let h, be the first integer such 
that 
\ve have c, / n& and 
c, < m’y’ + m’ + Y’ < mr + m + Y = 1, 
consequently every primary factor of c, has an exponent no greater than 
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1, so that c, / m’l, since h is the first integer such that c, 1 m/h=, we have h, < I 
so that 
n1 rz . l, = mA . m+ha . 1 
_ 0 . mrl-h3. z= 0. 
Remark. A simple computation proves that the characteristic in each R,is 
either 0 or a primary number. 
THEOREM 12. If R is twosided artinian, then it is a product of local rings; 
it follows that R is periodic. 
Proof. By the so-called Chinese lemma (adapted to the noncommutative 
case) there exists a subdirectly irreducible xact representation: R f-f I-I:=, Rj 
with a finite number of components. Each Ri is homomorphic to R, hence a 
two-sided artinian ring. Since Ri is a duo” ring modulo the radical and that R, 
is artinian modulo the radical, it is an integral domain artinian modulo the 
radical, thus a local ring, hence periodic (Theorem 8 Corollary l), but a 
finite product of periodic rings is periodic, therefore, R is periodic. 
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